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Dear Parent/Carer, 

A few weeks back our some of our older pupils, played a football match against a primary school in our 

village – St Mark’s school. Our pupils had participated in quite a few training sessions led by one of our 

Teaching Assistants, Joe Kay in preparation for the game. It was great to see our pupils enthusiasm to 

participate in the training, seeing them following the guidance given by Joe and participating in various drills. 

The result of the game against St Mark’s didn’t go in Brantridge’s favour, but it was a hugely positive 

experience for the pupils to represent the school. 

On Monday we are participating in a football tournament arranged by Brighton and Hove Albion football 

club. Historically, Brighton have regularly run tournaments for Special Needs schools in the locality and these 

have been real highlights for many of our pupils. Unfortunately the pandemic caused the postponement of 

these tournaments, but we are delighted that these are now happening again. On Tuesday we are also 

having a second match against St Mark’s primary school. 

Playing sport in primary schools as we all know is such a healthy thing on so many levels. You will be aware 

of Brantridge’s commitment to sport with each week various classes going off site to participate in 

gymnastics, swimming, golf and horse riding lessons. Not only are we hoping that through these lessons that 

our pupils develop hobbies and interests that will continue with them beyond their time at Brantridge, but 

that their wellbeing in its widest sense, is enhanced by the physical exercise. 

Have a good weekend. 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Dafydd Roberts 

Friday 4th February, 2022. Dates for your diary: 

 8th February Zoom Parents/Carers 

afternoon 

 Half term: 21st February to 25th 

February 2022 

 Last day of term: 8thApril 2022 
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Pluto 

A short but busy week in Pluto.  This week Pluto have been learning how to measure in metres and 

compare and order lengths and heights.  This week is the start of the Chinese New Year which is the year 

of the tiger.  In English to link to the Chinese New Year being a tiger they have produced fact files about 

tigers.  For History the pupils learnt how the Anglo Saxons divided the United Kingdom into Kingdoms 

and how we still use some of those Kingdom names today e.g. East Anglia.  In Geography Pluto learnt the 

different ways land could be used.   They enjoyed horse riding this week where they learnt to trot. 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Mercury 

Mercury 

Mercury as a class have got on super well this week! They have been socialising kindly and learning together during 

activities. We have been learning about Vikings and the Anglo Saxons. They made shields out of clay to learn and 

dive deep into the Viking era. Mercury made Anglo Saxons peasant bread, boys very much enjoyed the cooking 

session that some even took the recipe home! Next week we will be making royal bread and comparing the two.   

In maths we moved onto addition and subtraction, playing ‘mathopoly’ (monopoly but maths) to develop our skills, 

with challenges and chance cards! The boys played ‘phonopoly’ same thing but practising reading and phonics to 

improve comprehension skills after picking up chance/challenge ecards.  

We continued to develop our knowledge around sound in science and how vibration travelled. We experimented 

with tuning forks and watched educational videos to get a better understanding of how vibration, volume and pitch 

worked. I heard some great feedback of boys loving their swimming sessions and progressed being made! A lot of 

active learning took place this week and boys were very engaged in their learning throughout the week, 

communicating and socialising nicely with each other. Mental health day took place as well as bikes and scooters 

they were excited for.  

Please can you remind the boys to bring in their post cards on Monday to get rewarded for their good behaviour! 
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Mars 

Mars Class have been really busy again this week. We have been writing newspaper reports about the 

great battle between Beowulf and Grendel. All boys really engaged in this activity and created some 

excellent descriptive phrases and perfect puns! Great work everyone. 

In maths we have been split into two groups, some have been converting fractions and mixed numbers 

and the year sixes have been finding percentages of whole numbers. 

In science this week we learned about voltages, after this we experimented with potato batteries- sadly 

though, even after all of our trials, this was unsuccessful- we discussed the disappointing outcome and 

have decided that it must be the galvanised nails that we used so we are planning to find some that are 

zinc plated. Boys demonstrated great resillience and learned that experiments do mean that sometimes 

they fail and that you need to re-think and try again. 

History was a short lesson this week due to us having a mental health day lesson so we sang our Viking 

saga song and drummed along in time then listened to Viking creation stories and sang a song about 

Odin. 

PE, this is our final week of Hockey. We have really enjoyed this game and have learned lots of fantastic 

new skills. 

       

Jupiter: 

A great week in Jupiter this week. Even though we had staff and pupils away throughout the week, we 

welcomed one addition- Kimi, our beautiful school therapy dog! 

Kimi has been so patient with us, helping the class to get though our tasks like maths and English. Kimi 

helped us immensely with our reading which takes the pressure and stress out of reading to a member of 

staff. All the members of Jupiter love having Kimi in the room as just having her there gives us a focus and a 

calming atmosphere. 

Thanks Kimi! See you next week! 
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Titan 

A very busy and full of interesting learning this week in Titan; the pupils have experienced a 

session of sensory circuits this week, as well as going for a walk with Mars class on Tuesday 

afternoon to take advantage of the lovely sunshine and the great West Sussex outdoors.  

In maths this week we started looking at measuring, using different tools for measuring, as well as 

converting between units of measurement.  

In English, after writing Beowulf CV last week, we talked about what jobs the pupils would like to 

have when they grow older, as well as researching what qualifications they need for those jobs. 

They have already started typing their CV’s up, ready to be printed to use on our English display.  

The pupils did fantastically well at Gym today where they tried different apparatus and skills.  

 

      

 

Saturn 

Our focus in maths this week has been on measurement, we have been practising our measuring skills in 

centimetres, millimetres and metres. We have been completing different activities to practise our phonics 

skills and others have been working on capital letters and full stops. We’ve been observing our cress plants 

and radishes for our experiment to monitor their growth and what conditions work best for them. We have 

noticed moving the cress to the window and watering regularly has seen the most growth and the colour of 

the cress became much greener.  
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Galaxy: 

Galaxy have been loving the needs led activities that have been planned for them. Each boy is 

given a great bespoke timetable which suits their own interests and the boys have been engaging 

amazingly this week. Well done boys! Have great weekend 

    

 

 

Neptune 

This has been a very productive week in Neptune class.  We made Anglo Saxon peasant bread and 

then became Anglo Saxon Warriors sailing across the English Channel from Germany to help the 

Britons fight the Picts and of course we won.    

In maths we have been working on fractions – identifying and naming them.  We used bars of 

chocolate to help the boys visualise that the bigger the denominator the smaller the amount of 

chocolate they would get.  We were also able to use the chocolate to introduce them to subtraction of 

fractions and equivalent fractions. 

In English the boys have worked on their story based on ‘The Girl and the Fox’  which is developing 

nicely.  We have looked at using speech punctuation and using descriptive language to engage our 

audience. 

The boys are continuing to enjoy their music and singing and lessons.  We are now on our third Viking 

song, ‘Goblins a Go Go’.  This is a trickier song with different syncopation but the boys have really 

enjoyed it .  I think it is a favourite one so far.  I have put a short clip of them singing on Tapestry if you 

would like to watch it. 
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 This week in outdoor learning the boys were set a challenge to explore the 

outdoor learning area and squeeze as many tiny natural treasures into a 

matchbox size box. The rules were that the items needed to be natural, no 

repeats and that the box could still be closed.  The boys did really well at 

finding different sorts of leaves. Moss, seeds, feathers to name just a few 

with a lot of the boys managing to get over 30!!! Different tiny treasures 

into their box 
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